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Abstract
We present a general procedure for constructing new Hilbert spaces for loop quan-
tum gravity on non-compact spatial manifolds. Given any fixed background state
representing a non-compact spatial geometry, we use the Gel’fand-Naimark-Segal
construction to obtain a representation of the algebra of observables. The result-
ing Hilbert space can be interpreted as describing fluctuation of compact support
around this background state. We also give an example of a state which approxi-
mates classical flat space and can be used as a background state for our construction.
PACS: 04.60.Ds; 04.60.-m
1 Introduction
Remarkable progress has been made in the field of non-perturbative (loop)
quantum gravity in the last decade or so and it is now a rigorously defined
kinematical theory. One of the most important results in this area is that
geometric operators such as area and volume have discrete spectra. However,
before loop quantum gravity can be considered a complete theory of quantum
gravity, we must show that the discrete picture of geometry that it provides us
reduces to the familiar smooth classical geometry in some appropriate limit.
One aspect of this is the recovery of the weak-field limit of quantum gravity
which is described by gravitons and their interactions.
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In standard perturbative quantum field theory, gravitons are fields which de-
scribe the fluctuations of the metric field around some classical “vacuum”
metric (usually Minkowski space). The graviton is then a spin-two particle
as defined by the representations of the Poincare´ group at infinity. Thus, in
order to study graviton physics in the context of loop quantum gravity, a ba-
sic requirement is the construction of a state corresponding to the Minkowski
metric, which in turn necessitates a proper quantum treatment of asymptot-
ically flat spaces. Given this framework one could then construct asymptotic
states (corresponding to gravitons) describing fluctuations of the background
metric and the action of the generators of the Poincare´ group at infinity.
These are non-trivial requirements in loop quantum gravity, which can be
thought of as describing excitations of the three-geometry itself. Hence, the
‘zero excitation state’ of the theory corresponds to the metric “gab = 0” and
not the Minkowski metric. In this description, Minkowski space-time is a
highly excited state of the quantum geometry containing a infinite number
of elementary excitations. The situation, in fact, is analogous to that in finite-
temperature field theory where the thermal ground state is a highly excited
state of the zero-temperature theory which does not even lie in the standard
Fock space. Excitations are then constructed by building a representation of
the standard algebra of creation and annihilation operators on the thermal
vacuum. In this paper, we shall give an analogous construction in loop quan-
tum gravity which enables us to describe fluctuations of essentially compact
support around a flat background metric. It is important to note that these
fluctuations can be arbitrarily large and hence we are not quantising linearised
general relativity. Indeed, our framework aims to identify quantum linearised
general relativity as a sector of the non-perturbative theory.
This work is comprised of two main parts. After a brief review of concepts from
loop quantum gravity, we describe how new Hilbert spaces for loop quantum
gravity applicable to non-compact spaces can be constructed by finding new
representations of the standard algebra of observables given some notion of
‘vacuum’ or ‘background’ state.
We proceed to present a detailed example of a background state Q, which
approximates the Euclidean metric on three-space. This state is related to the
weave construction, but differs from it as it is peaked not only in the spin-
network basis but also in the connection basis. We show that even though
this state is not an element of the standard Hilbert space, as is generically the
case for states approximating geometries on non-compact spaces, it can be
used as a “vacuum” in the above construction to give genuine Hilbert spaces
describing fluctuations around this state.
2
2 The Structure of Loop Quantum Gravity
Canonical general relativity can be written as a theory of a real SU(2) con-
nection over an oriented three-manifold Σ [2,11]. The classical configuration
space A is given by all smooth connections A on a principle SU(2)-bundle 3 P
over Σ. Since P is trivial, we can use a global cross section to pull back con-
nections to su(2)-valued one-forms 4 Aia on Σ. The conjugate variable to the
connection is a densitized triad E˜bi which takes values in the lie algebra su(2).
The triads can be considered as duals to two-forms eabi ≡ ηabcE˜ci . The dy-
namics of general relativity on spatially compact manifolds is then completely
described by the Gauss constraints which generate SU(2)-gauge transforma-
tions, the diffeomorphism constraints which generate spatial diffeomorphisms
on Σ, and the Hamiltonian constraint, which is the generator of coordinate
time evolution. In the non-compact case, true dynamics is generated by the
boundary terms of the Hamiltonian.
For compact spatial manifolds Σ, a well defined quantisation procedure for
the above setup has been developed, which we review before discussing our
extension to the non-compact case. The strategy is to specify an algebra of
classical variables Baux and then to seek a representation of this algebra on
some auxiliary Hilbert space Haux. The second step is to obtain operator
versions of the classical constraints and to then impose these on the Hilbert
space to obtain a reduced space of physical states along with a representation
of the subalgebra of observables that commute with the constraints.
2.1 The classical algebra of observables
To obtain the classical algebra of elementary functions which can be imple-
mented in the quantum theory, we need to integrate the canonically conjugate
variables, Aia and eiab, against suitable smearing fields. In usual quantum field
theory, these fields are three-dimensional. However, in canonical quantum gen-
eral relativity, due to the absence of a background metric, it is more convenient
to smear n-forms against n-dimensional surfaces instead of the usual three-
dimensional ones [19,6,3].
Configuration observables can be constructed through holonomies of connec-
tions. Given an embedded graph Γ which is a collection of n paths {γ1, . . . , γn} ∈
Σ, and a smooth function f from SU(2)n to C, we can construct cylindrical
3 This bundle arises as the double cover of the principle SO(3)-bundle of frames
on Σ.
4 Indices i,j,k,. . . denote an internal su(2) indices, while a,b,c,. . . are tensor indices.
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functions of the connection:
ψf,Γ(A) = f(H(A, γ1), . . . , H(A, γn)).
H(A, γi) ∈ SU(2) is the holonomy assigned to the edge γi of Γ by the connec-
tion A ∈ A. We denote by C, the algebra generated by all the functions of this
form. This is the space of configuration variables. To obtain momentum vari-
ables, we smear the two-forms eabi against distributional test fields t
i which
take values in the dual of su(2) and have two dimensional support. This gives
us
Et,S ≡
∫
S
eabit
idSab,
where S is a two-dimensional surface embedded in Σ. More precisely (c.f. [3]),
we require that S = S¯ − ∂S¯, where S¯ is any compact, analytic, two dimensional
submanifold of Σ.
The elements of C and the functions Et,S are the variables that we wish to
promote to quantum operators. They form a large enough subset of all classical
observables in the sense that they suffice to distinguish phase space points.
The algebra of elementary observables, Baux, is the algebra generated by the
cylindrical functions and the momentum variables, with the choice of Poisson
brackets as given in [3].
2.2 The standard representation
The next step in the quantisation procedure is to construct a Hilbert space
Haux on which the algebra of elementary variables Baux is represented. In this
subsection, we describe the construction of this Hilbert space [5,9] concentrat-
ing on the GNS (Gel’fand-Naimark-Segal) construction since we shall later
make crucial use of this technique.
The GNS construction (see, e.g., [14,18,17] for more detailed expositions) al-
lows us to construct a representation of any ∗-algebra A for any given positive
linear form (also called a state) ω on this algebra. This is done in three steps:
(1) Using ω, define a scalar product on A, regarded as a linear space over C,
by
〈a|b〉 = ω(a∗b),
for a,b ∈ A. The positivity of ω implies 〈a|a〉 ≥ 0.
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(2) To obtain a positive definite scalar product, we construct the quotient
A/I of A by the null space I = {a ∈ A|ω(a∗a) = 0}. We denote the
equivalence classes in A/I by [a] and we have:
〈[a]|[a]〉 ≡ ‖a‖2 > 0
The completion of A/I in the above norm is the carrier Hilbert space Hω
for our representation.
(3) Finally it can be shown that a representation πω of A on A/I (which, if
A is a Banach ∗-algebra, can be extended continuously to Hω) is given
by:
πω(a)Ψ = [ab],
for Ψ = b ∈ Hω and a ∈ A.
Let us now return to our particular problem. We start by constructing a mul-
tiplicative representation of C on a Hilbert space Haux, on which momentum
operators will be shown to act as derivations. We use the GNS construction
to construct the representation of C. To obtain a greater degree of control one
first introduces a sup norm to complete C to a C∗-algebra C:
‖ψf,Γ‖∞ = sup
A∈A
|ψ(A)f,Γ|.
The key to representing C is to define a positive linear form on it. This can be
done using the Haar measure dg on SU(2) as follows[7]
ω(ψf,Γ) =
∫
dµ(A)ψf,Γ ≡
∫
SU(2)n
dg1 · · ·dgn f(g1, . . . , gn), (1)
where gi ∈ SU(2). Note that the right hand side does not depend on Γ. Never-
theless, our definition makes sense since, if 5 ψf,Γ = ψ
′
f ′,Γ′, then ω(ψ) = ω(ψ
′).
This allows us to define the (standard) inner product:
〈ψ1|ψ2〉s = ω(ψ
∗
1ψ2) =
∫
SU(2)n
f ∗1 (g1, . . . , gn)f2(g1, . . . , gn)dg1 · · · dgn. (2)
Here we make use of the fact that if the functions f1 and f2 have a different
number of arguments, say f1 : SU(2)
m → C with m < n, we can trivially
extend f1 to a function on SU(2)
n, which does not depend on the last n−m
arguments. Since this product is already positive definite, we can proceed
5 This holds if Γ consists of analytic paths but extensions to the non-analytic case
are possible, c.f. [10].
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directly with the completion of C to obtain our auxiliary Hilbert space Haux
carrying a multiplicative representation of the algebra C. Haux can also be
regarded as space of square integrable functions defined with respect to a
genuine measure on some completion A¯ of A as is done in [5].
We are left with the task of representing the momentum variables on this
Hilbert space. This done by constructing essentially self adjoint operators Eˆt,S
on C which can be extended to Haux. These operators are derivations on C
i.e. linear maps satisfying the Leibnitz rule, which act on functions ψf,Γ ∈ C
only at points where Γ intersects the oriented surface S. The precise definition
of these operators is not needed for our purposes, but it can be found, e.g.,
in [3]. This choice of operators gives the correct representation of the classical
algebra Baux, which provides us with a kinematical framework for canonical
quantum gravity. In the following this representation will be referred to as the
standard representation πs. To obtain physical states we need to introduce the
quantum constraints and study their action.
2.3 The constraints
The simple geometrical interpretation of the Gauss and diffeomorphism con-
straints allows us to bypass the attempt to construct the corresponding con-
straint operators. Instead, we can construct unitary actions of the gauge group
G and the diffeomorphism groupD onHaux and demand that physical states be
invariant under these actions. The imposition of the Hamiltonian constraint is
still an open issue and we will not discuss it. In this sense, our entire discussion
is at the kinematical level.
The group G has a natural action on the space of connections which induces a
unitary action of G onHaux. Gauge invariance is simply achieved by restricting
to the subspace HG ⊂ Haux of gauge invariant functions. It can be shown that
this space is spanned by the so-called spin networks states [21,9].
If we try to follow the same procedure for the diffeomorphism constraint,
we find that there are no non-trivial diffeomorphism invariant states in HG .
This problem is overcome by looking for distributional solutions to the con-
straints. Again the natural pull-back action of the diffeomorphism group on
the connections induces a unitary representation of D on Haux because of
the diffeomorphism invariance of the inner product (2). One then considers a
Gel’fand triple construction F ⊂ HG ⊂ F ′, where F is a dense subspace 6 of
HG and F ′ its topological dual and identifies the reduced Hilbert space Hkin
with a subspace of F ′ that is invariant under the dual action of the diffeo-
morphism constraint. Hkin carries a natural dual action of the algebra Bkin,
6 F is usually chosen to be C.
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which is the subalgebra of Baux containing the elements that commute with
the constraints.
2.4 Problems
As we stated in the introduction, we want to study states which represent
asymptotically flat classical metrics, especially Minkowski space. We now ar-
gue that such states generically do not lie in the Hilbert spaceHaux constructed
above, which is the reason that this representation is not adequate for non-
compact Σ.
States which describe non-compact geometries should either be based on
curves of infinite length or an infinite number of curves. This is because the
area and volumes of regions of Σ which do not contain edges and vertices
of graphs vanish. A particular example of an attempt to construct a state
which approximates a chosen flat Euclidean 3-metric gab on Σ is the so-called
weave given in [13]. This weave is based on an infinite collection of graphs
Γr,µ =
⋃∞
i=1Di, where Di is the union of two randomly oriented circles γ
a
i and
γbi of radius r, which intersect in one point. To ensure isotropy these graphs
are sprinkled randomly in Σ, with sprinkling density µ, where µ is defined
with respect to gab. Given n double circles Di we can construct the cylindrical
function Wn:
Wn(A) =
n∏
i=1
Tr[ρ1(H(γ
a
i , A)H(γ
b
i , A))] (3)
where ρ1 denotes the fundamental representation of SU(2). The weave state
W should arise in the limit n → ∞. This limit does not exist in the Hilbert
space Haux, since the above sequence Wn is not Cauchy in either the sup
norm or the L2 norm based on the inner product (2). This holds even if we
impose physically reasonable (non-uniform) fall-off conditions on the connec-
tions, such as those for asymptotically flat gravity. The basic problem is that
for any curve embedded in Σ we can always find a connection that will assign
to this curve any holonomy we choose [7] 7 . In particular, this means that if
we have a state f(H(γ, A)) then sup |f(H(γ, A))| will be independent of the
location of γ. This is a generic result, and we conclude that a large class of
physically interesting states based on infinite collections of graphs do not exist
in Haux. Similar arguments can be used to show that states based on curves
of infinite length do not lie in Haux either.
A very natural way of dealing with states based on a finite number of curves
7 We thank John Baez for this observation.
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of infinite length was introduced in [1]. The key point is to consider a com-
pactification of Σ and show that these states belong to the auxiliary Hilbert
space constructed on the compactified manifold. Problems arise when trying
to extend this approach to discuss cylindrical functions based on graphs with
infinite number of edges and vertices as cluster points of vertices necessar-
ily arise in the compactified manifold. This just illustrates the fact that the
Hilbert space Haux, along with the representation of observables it carries,
was constructed for compact spatial slices and is not adequate to describe the
case of non-compact Σ. In the next section, we propose a different solution
to the above problems by giving a procedure to construct new Hilbert spaces
for quantum general relativity, which describe fluctuations around specified
background states. In particular, these states can have non-compact support
on the spatial manifold.
2.5 A new representation for Baux
We take an approach analogous to that in algebraic field theory, where Hilbert
spaces describing field theory at finite temperature arise as inequivalent rep-
resentations of the algebra of observables via the GNS construction. In this
approach, the algebra of observables is considered as primary, as opposed to
the Hilbert space of states. This gives us the flexibility to consider different
Hilbert spaces depending on which background state we are interested in. The
vectors in this space then describe finite perturbations around this preferred
state. In practice, we use the background state to define a positive linear form
on our observable algebra Baux by interpreting the form as the expectation
value of the observables in the preferred state. This then gives the starting
point for the GNS construction which leads to the desired quantum theory.
We have the following procedure:
(1) The fact that we have a representation πs of Baux on Haux as given in
section 2.2 enables us to identify Baux with a subalgebra of the concrete
∗-algebra 8 of operators on Haux
(2) Now we define a new positive linear form ω on Baux, which is interpreted
as the ‘vacuum’ expectation value of the elementary variables. Note that
that in contrast to section 2.2 we are defining ω on all of Baux not just
C.
(3) Using the GNS construction we can now proceed to construct a represen-
tation ofBaux. The vectors in the carrier Hilbert space will be equivalence
classes of elements of Baux, which should be interpreted as excitations of
8 If one desires to work with a C∗-algebra one faces the problem that the ‘mo-
mentum’ operators are unbounded. To proceed one needs to consider algebras of
bounded functions on Baux or consider families of spectral projectors of the un-
bounded operators. Physically, this does not lead to a loss of generality, c.f. [14].
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the ‘vacuum’ state, obtained by acting on the ‘vacuum’ with the corre-
sponding algebra element.
In the remainder of this paper we will demonstrate how we can construct ω
explicitly. We do this by constructing a modified weave, which approximates
flat space. As before the weave is not well defined as a state in Haux but it can
be used to define ω, which will give the expectation values of the elements of
Baux in this background state.
3 Approximating Classical Geometries
Let us start with a brief discussion of the problem of approximating classi-
cal metrics by quantum states. It is generally accepted that to obtain semi-
classical behaviour from a quantum theory, one needs two things: i) a suitable
coarse-graining, and, ii) coherent states. So far, however, coherent states have
not been constructed in loop quantum gravity. To obtain these one needs to
construct a state in which neither the 3-geometry nor its time-derivative are
sharp. Rather, they should both have some minimum spreads as dictated by
the uncertainty principle. We will come back to this point later.
An example of states which approximate classical 3-metrics are weave states
(well-defined only if Σ is compact), such as the one defined in eq. (3) (see
e.g. [13,6]). However, all weaves which have been constructed so far are eigen-
states of the 3-geometry, so they are highly delocalized in their time derivative.
Intuitively, this means that while a weave may approximate the 3-metric at
one instant of time, evolving the state for even an infinitesimal time will com-
pletely destroy this approximation. In this section, we will construct a more
satisfactory set of states that can also be used to approximate 3-metrics. In
particular, these states can be used to define a positive linear form on Baux as
is needed for the GNS construction even in the case that we want to approxi-
mate a non-compact geometry.
3.1 Approximating 3-metrics
Let us now take a closer look at the weaves. Their construction is made possi-
ble by the existence of operators on Haux which measure the area of a surface
and the volume of a region [20,12,4,8]. This allows us to approximate classi-
cal metrics by requiring that the expectation values of areas and volumes of
macroscopic surfaces and regions agree with the classical values.
For concreteness, in the rest of this section, we shall restrict ourselves to the
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problem of approximating the flat Euclidean metric on R3. Let w be a state
which approximates the flat space at scales larger than a cut-off scale lc. The
approximation problem can then be stated as follows: Given any object (of
characteristic size larger than lc) with bulk R and surface S in R
3, we wish to
make repeated measurements of the volume of the region V [R] and the area
of the surface A[S] in the state w while placing the object at different points
in space. If we wish to recover values corresponding to the flat metric gab on
R3 at large scales, we require:
(1) The average values of the area and volume for S and R obtained during
the measurements should be given by the classical values:
〈AS〉=Ag[S] ≡
∫
S
√
det 2gab (4)
〈VR〉= Vg[R] ≡
∫
R
√
det gab (5)
where 2gab denotes the induced 2-metric on S. Here a bar over the value
indicates an average with respect to position in space whereas the angle
brackets indicate the expectation value in the quantum state.
(2) The standard deviation σ of the measurements should be small compared
to the length scale ℓc accessible by current measurements:
σV ≪ ℓ
3
c and σA ≪ ℓ
2
c , (6)
where σV and σA denote the standard deviations in a series of measure-
ments determining the volume and area of objects of the scale ℓc.
We shall call any state satisfying conditions (4), (5) and (6), a weave state.
These conditions do not determine a state uniquely. Rather, one can construct
infinitely many states which satisfy them. Below, we give an example of a
weave state which is not an eigenstate of the three-geometry, but is peaked
in both the connection and spin-networks bases. We refer to this state as a
“quasi-coherent” weave in the following.
3.2 A “quasi-coherent” weave, Q
Since a weave has to give areas and volumes to all surfaces in a non-compact
manifold, the state must be based on an infinite graph. We take this graph to
be Γr,µ as defined in section 2.4. The values of the parameters r and µ will be
determined by the requirement that the state based on Γr,µ satisfy the weave
conditions.
To define the state, we start with the cylindrical function qi based on the
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graph Di in Γr,µ:
qi(A) = η exp
(
λTr
[
ρ1(H(γ
a
i , A)H(γ
b
i , A))− ρ1(e)
])
, (7)
where λ is an arbitrary constant, e is the identity in SU(2) and η is a normal-
isation factor. We also consider the products:
Qn(A) =
n∏
i=1
qi(A).
The state that we are interested in, is the limit Q = Q∞, which is again not
an element of the standard Hilbert space. Nevertheless, as we will see, this
product can serve as a background for the construction of new Hilbert spaces,
describing excitations of Q.
Let us denote the connection that gives a trivial holonomy on all paths by
A0. By construction the functions Qn(A) take on their maximum values at
A0. Conversely, knowledge of the holonomies on all paths in Σ allows us to
determine a corresponding connection uniquely. Hence as n→∞ the function
Qn becomes increasingly peaked around A0, the sharpness of the peak being
determined by λ. This is one of the reasons for calling our weave a “quasi-
coherent” state, the other being the exponential dependence on group elements
which is characteristic of coherent states. We will explore these properties of
the state further in future work. For the present, we are interested in showing
that Q is a good weave. In order to do so, we need to show that it satisfies
the weave conditions (4), (5) and (6). We shall do this by demonstrating that
standard deviations of area and volume measurements are roughly of the order
of ℓcℓP and
√
(ℓcℓP )3, where ℓP =
√
~GNewton/c3 is the Planck length and hence
much smaller than the bounds set by eq. (6). If only interested in howQ can be
used to construct new Hilbert spaces the reader may skip to the next section.
Let us start by expanding the state qi(A) in into an eigenbasis of the area op-
erator and calculate the area expectation values and deviations. We do this by
noting that the cylindrical function fp(A) = Tr[ρp(H(γ
a
i , A)H(γ
b
i , A))] based
on the graph Di is an eigenstate of the area operator
9 ,where ρp is a repre-
sentation of SU(2) in ‘colour’ notation, i.e. p = dim(ρ) − 1. The eigenvalues
ap of the area operator corresponding to some surface S, which intersects Di
exactly once, are given by 16πℓ2P
√
p
2
(p
2
+ 1). Thus, to evaluate the area expec-
tation value 〈a〉 and the deviation ∆a of this operator we start by expanding
the function qi(A) in terms of the area eigenstates fp(A): qi =
∑
p spfp. We
9 This follows since fp can be expanded in terms of spin-network functions that all
assign ρp to each edge of Di. Hence all spin-network functions in the expansion have
the same area eigenvalues.
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want to determine the coefficients of this expansion. We start by noting that
qi is defined by its series expansion (the i index labelling the graph will be
suppressed in the following):
q = ηe−2λ(1 + λf1 +
λ2f 21
2!
+
λ3f 31
3!
+ · · ·).
Hence, we need to expand fn1 in terms of fp to determine the sp’s. This can be
done by using the decomposition rules for tensor products of representations
of SU(2):
Trn[ρ1(g)] = Tr[⊕pc
n
pρp(g)].
Hence, it follows that fn1 =
∑
p c
n
pfp. To determine the coefficients c
n
p , we use
the fact that ρp ⊗ ρ1 = ρp−1 ⊕ ρp+1 and that:
ρ1 ⊗ . . .⊗ ρ1︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
= (⊕cn−1p ρp)⊗ ρ1.
This gives us the following recursion relation:
cnp = c
n−1
p−1 + c
n−1
p+1 , n, p ≥ 0, p ≤ n.
Using the condition c00 = 1, we can solve this recursion relation to get:
cnp =
(p+ 1)n!
(n−p
2
)!(n+p
2
+ 1)!
for
n− p
2
∈ N, (8)
and cnp = 0 otherwise. The expansion coefficients sp (as a function of λ) are
given by
sp(λ) = N (λ)
∞∑
n=0
λncnp
n!
where N (λ) is defined such that
∑∞
p=0 s
2
p = 1. Substituting eq. (8) into the
right hand side of the above expression, we find:
sp(λ)=N (λ)(p+ 1)
∞∑
k=0
λ2k+p
k!(k + p+ 1)!
= N (λ)
(p+ 1)
λ
Ip+1(2λ)
=N (λ)[Ip(2λ)− Ip+2(2λ)],
12
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Fig. 1. Normalised coefficients s2p for λ = 10, λ = 30 and λ = 50. The sharpness of
the peak decreases with increasing λ.
where Ip(x) is the modified Bessel function of order p. Using the properties of
Bessel functions, we can then evaluate the normalisation constant to be
N (λ) = [I0(4λ)− I2(4λ)]
−1/2.
Figure 1 shows the numerical values of the coefficients s2p for a few values of
λ.
The final form of the expansion of qi in terms of the area eigenstates fp is
q(A) =
∞∑
p=0
Ip(2λ)− Ip+2(2λ)√
I0(4λ)− I2(4λ)
fp(A). (9)
We needed to show that the states qi are peaked in area and volume. Let us
consider, in particular, λ = 30. In this case, we have:
〈a〉 = 4.33(16πℓ2P ) and ∆a ≡
√
〈a2〉 − 〈a〉2 = 1.87(16πℓ2P ),
and hence both values are of order ℓ2P . The explicit calculation for the volume
expectation value and deviation, 〈v〉 and ∆v, in the state qi is somewhat more
complicated since the states fp have to be expanded in volume eigenstates.
After doing this, we find:
〈v〉 = 3.61(16πℓ2P )
3/2 and ∆v ≡
√
〈v2〉 − 〈v〉2 = 2.21(16πℓ2P )
3/2.
Again, both values are of the order of a few ℓ3P .
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In general, the area expectation value for the area as a function of λ can be
written as
〈a〉 = 16πℓ2P
∞∑
p=0
(Ip(2λ)− Ip+2(2λ))2
I0(4λ)− I2(4λ)
√
p
2
(
p
2
+ 1
)
.
We do not have a closed form for 〈v〉 since the evaluation of the volume
expectation value involves the diagonalization of a matrix. However, since the
largest eigenvalue of the volume operator in the state fp increases with p as
p3/2, for a value of λ for which the expansion is dominated by a few small p’s,
we can see that 〈v〉 has to be of the order of a few ℓ3P . Given the fact that
both 〈a〉 and 〈v〉 have value of the order of a few Planck units, it is reasonable
to assume that the bound (6) is satisfied for area and volumes in the state Q,
which is a product of the qi’s, as well. We now show that this is indeed the
case.
The expectation value of the volume operator for a region VˆR depends upon
the number NR of double circles in the region R, namely:
〈VR〉 = NR〈v〉.
Similarly, the expectation value for the area operator of a surface AˆS depends
on the number of intersections NS of the double circles with the surface:
〈AS〉 = NS〈a〉.
Because the double circles Di are sprinkled randomly in Σ the number of the
graphs in any given region R of volume Vg[R] is given by a Poisson distribution.
In particular, the average value is given by N¯R = Vg[R]µ. Hence average values
of the above measurements are given by:
〈VR〉 = N¯R〈v〉 (10)
and
〈AS〉 = N¯S〈a〉, (11)
where N¯S =
2
3
V [S]µ and V [S] = 6rAg[S] denotes the volume of a shell sur-
rounding S with thickness 3r on either side. The factor 2/3 is the average
number of crossings between a double circle within this shell with S as deter-
mined in [13].
To determine the standard deviations σV and σA around 〈VR〉 and 〈AS〉 we use
an approximation: we assume that the eigenvalues of VˆR and AˆS are given by
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the product of two independent quantities, i.e. NR(VR/N¯R) and NS(AS/N¯S)
respectively, where VR and AS are sums of any n elementary eigenvalues vp
and ap. The deviations of the quantities NR and NS are given by
√
N¯R and√
2
3
N¯S, since we are dealing with a Poisson distribution of graphs. Deviations
of VR/N¯R and AS/N¯S on the other hand are ∆v/
√
N¯R and ∆a/
√
N¯S. Our
approximation implies that:
σA≈
√
N¯S
√
∆2a +
2
3
〈a〉2
σV ≈
√
N¯R
√
∆2v + 〈v〉
2
From eqs. (4), (5), (10), and (11), we find: N¯S = Ag[S]/〈a〉 and N¯R =
Vg[R]/〈v〉. Because of the scale of 〈a〉, ∆a and 〈v〉, ∆v we conclude that eq. (6)
is satisfied. Thus, we have shown that Q is a weave state. For any particular
value of λ, we can determine µ and r using eqs. (10), (11), (4) and (5):
µ = 〈v〉−1 and r = (4µ〈a〉)−1.
We will denote the infinite collection
⋃∞
i=1Di of double circles Di with r and
µ determined by the above conditions by ΓQ.
4 New Hilbert Spaces
We now show how we can use Q to define a new representation of the algebra
Baux following the steps outlined in section 2.5. We begin by noting that
we have a representation πs of Baux on Haux, but as we have seen Q does
not belong to this Hilbert space. Nevertheless, we can define the action of
an element of Baux on Q. The crucial point is that the elementary quantum
observables — the elements of C and the derivations on C— have support on a
compact spatial region, which is a direct consequence of the smearing needed
to make sense of the classical expressions. But if we restrict Q to any compact
region of Σ we obtain an element of Haux by restricting the underlying graph
ΓQ to that region. Hence given an arbitrary element a ∈ Baux we proceed as
follows:
(1) Denote the closure of the support of a by R ⊂ Σ.
(2) Construct the graph ΓQ|R of ΓQ restricted to R:
ΓQ|R ≡
⋃
Di∩R6=∅
Di.
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In other words, consider the union of all double circles which have a non-
zero intersection with the support of a. This graph is finite, since R is
compact and the double circles Di are sprinkled in Σ with finite density
µ, we obtain the state Q|R ∈ Haux which is given by restricting Q to the
graph ΓQ|R:
Q|R ≡ I ·
∏
Di∈ΓQ|R
qi,
where I(A) = 1 for all A is the identity function. This state has unit norm
in Haux since all the qi’s are normalised.
(3) Since Q|R ∈ Haux, the action of a on Q|R denoted by π(a)sQ|R is well-
defined. It is understood that the region R will depend on a.
This allows us to define ωQ(a):
ωQ(a) = 〈Q|R|πs(a)Q|R〉s =
∫
Q|∗R πs(a)Q|R dµ(A), (12)
where the integral is defined as in eq. (1). This is well-defined since the inte-
grand is an element of Haux. It follows from the fact that equations (2) defines
a true inner product 〈·|·〉s on Haux that ω is indeed a positive (not necessarily
strictly positive) linear form on Baux.
Given this positive linear functional, we could proceed with steps 2 and 3 of
the GNS construction outlined in section 2.2 to obtain a representation of the
algebra Baux. Instead, to get a more intuitive representation we make use of
the theorem below to construct a unitarily equivalent representation πQ of
Baux on a Hilbert space HQ obtained by defining a new inner product on C.
Theorem 1 Any representation π of a ∗-algebra A with cyclic vector 10 χ
such that:
〈χ|π(a)χ〉 = ω(a),
for all a ∈ A is unitarily equivalent to the GNS representation πω, with cyclic
vector χω (corresponding to the unit element in A).
Proof The proof of this theorem is analogous to the one of proposition 4.5.3
in [17]. To proceed, we note that for each a ∈ A,
‖π(a)χ‖2= 〈π(a)χ|π(a)χ〉 = 〈π(a)χ|π(a∗a)χ〉
=ω(a∗a) = ‖a‖2ω
10 The vector χ ∈ H is cyclic with respect to the representation pi of A on H if
pi(A)χ is dense in H.
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where ‖·‖2ω is the norm in the Hilbert space Hω which carries the GNS repre-
sentation. This means that there exists a norm-preserving, linear operator U0
such that U0π(a)χ = πωχω. Since χ is a cyclic vector, U extends by continuity
to an isomorphism from the Hilbert space H to Hω and Uχω = χ.
For any a,b ∈ A,
Uπω(a)πω(b)χω =Uπω(ab)χω = π(ab)χ
=π(a)π(b)χ = π(a)Uπω(b)χω.
Since χω is cyclic in Hω, we have Uπω(a) = π(a)U which in turn implies that
π(a) = Uπω(a)U
∗. ✷
Using the above theorem, we proceed as follows:
(1) On C, the space of cylindrical functions, introduce the following strictly
positive inner product:
〈ψf1,Γ1|ψf2,Γ2〉Q =
∫
Q|∗RQ|Rψ
∗
1ψ2 dµ(A), (13)
where R here is the union of the graphs Γ1 and Γ2. Completion of C with
respect to this positive definite inner product gives us the Hilbert space
HQ.
(2) We construct a representation πQ of Baux on C, which is dense in HQ by:
πQ(a)ψ = Q|
−1
R πs(a)(Q|Rψ), (14)
where a ∈ Baux, ψ ∈ C and Q|
−1
R denotes the inverse function of Q|R
i.e., Q|−1R Q|R = I. At this point we note an additional requirement for
the background state: Q(A) 6= 0 for all A. This invertability property is
motivated physically since our background state is meant to represent an
infinite ‘condensate of gravitons’. We should be able to annihilate as well
as create these gravitons, which motivates invertability. The definition
(7) of qi(A) was chosen to satisfy this property.
It is now straightforward to see that πQ is unitarily equivalent to the GNS
representation defined via ωQ given in equation (12). We note that I is a cyclic
vector in HQ with respect to the representation πQ, since HQ is the closure of
C. In addition we have:
〈I|πQ(a)I〉Q =
∫
Q|∗RQ|RQ|
−1
R π(a)sQ|R dµ(A) = ωQ(a),
for all a ∈ Baux.
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Hence we have constructed a Hilbert space and representation of observ-
ables on it that describes fluctuations restricted to essentially compact regions
around some fixed infinite background state. Intuitively, the above representa-
tion has a clear interpretation. It acts on states by composing them with the
background. We can regard the algebra of cylindrical functions C as creating
and annihilating excitations on the background state. This new representa-
tion πQ on HQ is related to the standard representation πs on Haux given in
section 2.2 by equation (14), i.e.: Q|RπQ(a) = πs(a)Q|R. Since Q|R depends
on the algebra element a, which is a direct consequence of Q not being an
element of Haux, this does not give us a unitary map between Hilbert spaces,
instead we have many different maps. It follows that the representations πQ
and πs are unitarily inequivalent
11 . The construction we have presented is
very general and can be applied to a large class of background states provided
they satisfy the necessary invertability condition.
4.1 Constraints and Asymptotic Symmetries
We can proceed to reduce the Hilbert space obtained in the previous section
by imposing the Gauss and diffeomorphism constraints. In general, when con-
sidering GNS representations π of an algebra A we can implement actions of
symmetry groups G using the following theorem (eq. III.3.14 in [14]):
Theorem 2 Given an action of G on A: a→ ga such that ω(ga) = ω(a) for
all a ∈ A and g ∈ G then we can define a unitary representation U of G on
Hω by:
U(g)π(a)χω = π(ga)χω
where χω is a cyclic vector in Hω.
In practice, when considering the representation πQ we can proceed as in
section 2.3 to reduce the Hilbert space HQ. As before, there is no problem
in implementing the Gauss constraint. Since the state Q|R is invariant under
gauge transformations, the inner product defined in eq. (13) is also gauge
invariant and we have a unitary action of the gauge group on the state space.
Again we implement the Gauss constraint by restricting to the subspace of
HQ consisting of gauge invariant states, which is spanned by spin-networks.
11 This can be also be seen by considering the following example. The state I ∈ Haux
has the property that it is annihilated by all “momentum” operators. If there were
a unitary map U : Haux → HQ then UI ≡ Ψ ∈ HQ should have the same property,
i.e.: Q|−1
S¯
pis(Et,S)(Q|S¯Ψ) = 0 for all derivations Et,S . But since Ψ has essentially
compact support in Σ and since we can chose S so that pis(Et,S)Q|S¯ 6= 0 outside
any compact region, this cannot be satisfied for all regions S.
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When considering diffeomorphisms, we notice that Q|R is invariant only under
diffeomorphisms that leave the graph ΓQ, on which Q is based, invariant. Let
us denote this subgroup of diffeomorphisms by DiffΓ. Invariance of the inner
product under DiffΓ gives us a unitary representation of this group and we
can use the Gel’fand triple construction detailed earlier to obtain a space of
kinematical statesHkinQ that is invariant under DiffΓ. This space then naturally
carries a dual representation of the subalgebra Bkin ⊂ Baux of operators that
commute with constraints.
To discuss the significance of the breaking of diffeomorphism invariance to
the group DiffΓ, we note that given two different background states Q and Q′
which are defined with respect to diffeomorphic graphs: ΓQ′ = φ◦ΓQ, where φ
is any diffeomorphism, we obtain unitarily equivalent representations of Baux:
U [πQ(a)I] = πQ′(φa)I,
where unitarity of U follows from the diffeomorphism invariance of the inner
product given by (2). Hence, the choice of a particular member of the diffeo-
morphism class of Q is simply a partial gauge fixing. A physically equivalent
way of getting the same results would be to average over the group DiffΓ.
To conclude, we note that in the context of asymptotically flat general relativ-
ity, which is the prime case of interest involving non-compact spatial manifolds,
the invariance group of the theory is restricted to the connected component of
the asymptotically trivial diffeomorphisms. In the neighbourhood of infinity
we would like to have a unitary action of the Poincare´ group on our state
space. Since physically relevant operators are typically evaluated at infinity,
this invariance is what is of prime interest.
We shall discuss the construction of the action of the full Poincare´ group in
future work. Here, we show how a unitary action of the Euclidean group E
acting on Σ can be incorporated in our scheme. From theorem 2, it follows
that to do this we need a linear form on the algebra of observables that is
invariant under the action of E. Such a form can be obtained by using the
fact that the Euclidean group is locally compact to group average the form ω
given in eq. (12). Given an increasing sequence of compact subsets Sk ⊂ E,
Sk ⊂ Sk+1, ∪Sk = E we define:
ωk(a) = µ(Sk)
−1
∫
Sk
ω(ga)dµ(g),
where dµ(g) is the invariant measure on E and g ∈ E. It can be shown [14]
that the sequence ωk converges to a positive linear form ωE , which is invari-
ant under E. Using this form we obtain a representation of Baux on a state
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space HE carrying a unitary representation of E. Equivalently, we could have
used this procedure to average the background state Q, to obtain the desired
representation.
5 Conclusions and future directions
In this work, we have presented two main results. The first of these is a general
procedure for construction of new Hilbert spaces for loop quantum gravity
for non-compact spaces. We used an analogy with thermal field theory to
construct a non-standard representation of the classical algebra of observables.
A key ingredient for this construction was the use of a background state which
is analogous to the thermal ground state.
We also presented a possible candidate which can be used as a background
state. This is a weave state in that it approximates the classical flat Euclidean
metric on R3. The advantage of this state over previous weave constructions
is that it is not an eigenfunction of the three-geometry. Rather, it is peaked
both in the connection and the spin-network pictures. This was our second
main result.
We would like to conclude with a discussion of some open issues and future
directions.
(1) The properties of the state Q deserve to be better studied. In particular,
we would like to investigate any possible relation between Q and coherent
states which may be defined on the group SU(2).
(2) We would also like to study the low-energy sector of the Hilbert space
constructed with Q as a background state and look at its relation to
the standard Fock space of gravitons. In this context, it would also be
interesting to understand the connection of our work to [15,16].
(3) We are in the process of computing the spectra of the area and volume
operators in the new Hilbert space defined by Q to verify the intuitive
picture of areas and volumes fluctuating around flat space values.
(4) A quantum positivity of energy theorem was proved in [22]. However,
as we have shown, the Hilbert space on which that result was proved
is not applicable to the study of non-compact spatial geometries. We
believe that our construction provides the proper arena for questions
of this nature and are currently investigating the properties of suitably
defined ADM energy and momentum operators on our Hilbert space.
This work is a step in the direction of making contact between the non-
perturbative quantisation of gravity and the picture of graviton physics which
arises from standard perturbative quantum field theory. A lot more work needs
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to be done before the relation between the two is completely clarified.
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